Who is this man?
Does anyone know?
Any ideas?
From the picture , can we guess the era, time frame, what part of the world,
his age?
Era:
Part of the world:
His age:
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Day 1—turning the student loose...
New Years Day marks a time when we should all take a step back and look at ourselves. Think of what
was (last year), and then look into the future and see if something can be determined, some folks call this
‘making a new years resolution. I like to think of it as a chance to make a plan for the future . Mr. Monte is
going to read a story to you and also tell you about a great mathematician, as he does this answer some of
the following questions;
1. Inspiration- (write down something that inspires you, a sunset, a great athlete, a book, etc)….

2. Talent- (write down something you posses that is a talent, ability to make others laugh, draw a picture,
cook something, play an instrument, etc.)…

3. Discipline- (what does that word mean to you, do you have discipline in anything you do in your life?
Maybe it is you get up at the same time everyday, or go to bed at the same time everyday, etc.)
4. Motivation- (what motivates you to do what you do on a daily basis, what make you tick and gives you
the energy to live, etc.)

5. Bicycle– do you remember the first time you rode a bike? Do you remember how you finally got to
ride a bike all by yourself?

6. Intelligence, talent, knack,: List some things that you have intelligence about, talent for, a knack to
do:



Intelligence: I am smart about……..



Talent for: I have a talent for…….



I have a knack for……

7. This last year I ……………………..(talk a little about the year 2012 and you)
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Day 1—turning the student loose...
8. This year I am hoping for………………………………..(talk about the things you hope will happen
in 2013)….

9. After hearing about the great mathematician Ramanujan; describe a talent that you have that
you could develop and work on this year!

